
23/11/20 What	is….	
1)  15p	+	4p	=	
2)  5p	+	50p	=	
3)  12p	+	7p=	
4)  65p	-	5p	=	
5)  15p	+	8p	=	
6)  25p	+	25p	=	
7)  50p	–	25p	=	
8)  50p	+	50p	=	
9)  35p	+	4p	=	

10)	18p	+	20p	=	
11) 	28p	–	10p	=		
12) 	13p	+	60p	=	
13) 	45p	+	25p	=	
14) 	45p	–	25p	=	
15) 	25p	-	25p	=		
	
	
	



SPAG	

Put	the	following	verbs	into	the	past	tense.	
Think	carefully	how	the	spelling	changes.			
Choose	3	to	write	in	a	sentence.		
																																				eat																													make	
kick		
																	draw																																	write	
																																								find	
play																																																				skip	



Can you write some perfect sentences 
about your weekend? 

 
Remember a perfect sentence must: 
- Start with a capital letter and end 

with a full stop 
.-Have key words spelt correctly 
-Sentences should make sense 

-Include expanded noun phrases where 
you can ie; I rode my fast, blue bike 



We are starting a new text this 
week. 

 
What could it be? 

 
Look at the clues on the next page and make 

some predictions about what it could be about. 
Think about what type of text might it be… 

Poetry, fiction, non-fiction? 
 





Now look at these words.        Think how they can be sorted.  
You might choose to sort them into… 
-  Words that you know/ words that you don’t know 
-  Words about animals/ words not about animals 
-  Adjectives/ not adjectives 

beautiful 

little 
white 

favourite 

breeding 

outside 

coating 

galloping 
monstrous frightening 

grub 
digest 

scratched 
grunts 

farmer 

admire 
creature 

liberties 

habits 



Do you think you have any more 
clues about what our story might 

be about? 

Look back tomorrow for some further clues to 
help you with your predictions.			



Wake	up	shake	up!	

Here	is	a	link	to	our	wake-up	shake	up	song	on	
youtube.			
	
hOps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSbwHzlcgs8	

	
	
Why	don’t	you	do	our	wakeup-shakeup	rouWne	to	
give	yourself	some	energy	and	get	both	sides	of	
your	brain	working	well.			
	
	
	



Click	the	following	link	for	the	teaching	
video.			

hOps://vimeo.com/471402395	
	

Now complete the Monday’s Maths PowerPoint and complete 
the attached worksheets. 

Maths! 



Challenge	QuesWons	
Only	complete	these	if	you	want	a	further	challenge	from	the	lesson	you	have	

already	done.				



Handwriting 

Copy and complete the words and 
sentences for Monday.   
 
Don’t forget to make all the letters the 
same size and show the tall letters as 
well.   



Science 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6882hv/articles/
zttckqt 
 

Look at the video about animal life-cycles 
Have a go at the quiz. 
 

Now draw the lifecycle of a chick.  Label each of the parts.  
Take care with the presentation of your work .    
 
Do you want a challenge? 
After watching the video, remind yourself of the stages of a 
chick’s embryo (attached PDF).  Include some facts in your 
life-cycle by writing sentences underneath the stages (you 
don’t need to do each day but could select key parts)  



PSHCE 
Do you remember the story about the Smell 
Monster last week?  Can you remember how to 
keep your body clean?  
 
Follow this link to get onto the Oak Academy 
learning unit.     
 
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/
stop-the-spread-820a 
 
 
  


